
 

 

MICA: ROHI’S NEW VIRGIN WO
 

The new MICA fabric is a vivid, vibrant fabric with a confident character. It boasts a sophisticated, 
casual overall look, created by the quadruple twisted yarn. Black and white components are combined 

with worsted yarns of various colours. The playful, almost 
evenness and embodies a very modern interpretation of elegance and vigour. It’s a cosy, warm fabric 
with a pleasant feel and the potential to become a classic of tomorrow. 

 
 

PLAY OF COLOURS WITH
 
The new structured woollen fabric

shades, juxtaposed with intentionally more extreme and daring contrasts in loud colours. MICA plays 
with new, modern colours and is a very contemporary addition to the rohi c

available in 30 colourways, ranging from natural sand, stone and earthy shades right up to vibrant, 
confident colours with vivid light accents. The sophisticated, organic multi
accent colours per colourway allows you to combine MICA with many rohi 

 
 

PROVEN ROHI QUALITY 
 
Like every rohi wool fabric, MICA also embodies top quality ‘Made in Germany’. What makes rohi 

fabrics so special is the exclusive use of top quality wools, and 
which is clear in the exceptionally plush feel, the softness and the particularly beautiful lustre. Like all 

rohi fabrics, MICA has unique product properties and is ideal for residential use thanks to its durability,
resistance to soiling and breathability.

 
We will be happy to provide photos of other MICA colourways 
 

 
 

rohi stoffe GmbH 
Schoenlinderstrasse 1 

82538 Geretsried 
Germany 
 

For more information on rohi: 
presse@rohi.com / rohi.com 

 
      rohi on Instagram: 
www.instagram.com/rohi_textiles

Creating Textile Values 

ROHI’S NEW VIRGIN WOOL FABRIC WITH A CASUAL CONFID

is a vivid, vibrant fabric with a confident character. It boasts a sophisticated, 
casual overall look, created by the quadruple twisted yarn. Black and white components are combined 

with worsted yarns of various colours. The playful, almost random structure gives the fabric
evenness and embodies a very modern interpretation of elegance and vigour. It’s a cosy, warm fabric 
with a pleasant feel and the potential to become a classic of tomorrow.  

 MODERN ACCENTS 

fabric plays with contrasts: in parts harmoniously graduated in subtle 

shades, juxtaposed with intentionally more extreme and daring contrasts in loud colours. MICA plays 
with new, modern colours and is a very contemporary addition to the rohi colour range. 

30 colourways, ranging from natural sand, stone and earthy shades right up to vibrant, 
confident colours with vivid light accents. The sophisticated, organic multi-coloured design and multiple 

allows you to combine MICA with many rohi fabrics and colour worlds.

Like every rohi wool fabric, MICA also embodies top quality ‘Made in Germany’. What makes rohi 

s so special is the exclusive use of top quality wools, and finishing based on years of experience, 
which is clear in the exceptionally plush feel, the softness and the particularly beautiful lustre. Like all 

rohi fabrics, MICA has unique product properties and is ideal for residential use thanks to its durability,
resistance to soiling and breathability. 

photos of other MICA colourways on request. 

textiles 

WITH A CASUAL CONFIDENCE 

is a vivid, vibrant fabric with a confident character. It boasts a sophisticated, 
casual overall look, created by the quadruple twisted yarn. Black and white components are combined 

re gives the fabric a vivid 
evenness and embodies a very modern interpretation of elegance and vigour. It’s a cosy, warm fabric 

plays with contrasts: in parts harmoniously graduated in subtle 

shades, juxtaposed with intentionally more extreme and daring contrasts in loud colours. MICA plays 
olour range. MICA is 

30 colourways, ranging from natural sand, stone and earthy shades right up to vibrant, 
coloured design and multiple 

s and colour worlds. 

Like every rohi wool fabric, MICA also embodies top quality ‘Made in Germany’. What makes rohi 

finishing based on years of experience, 
which is clear in the exceptionally plush feel, the softness and the particularly beautiful lustre. Like all 

rohi fabrics, MICA has unique product properties and is ideal for residential use thanks to its durability, 


